Parotid gland tuberculous abscess: a case report
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Abstract

**Objective:** Clinically speaking, parotid gland tuberculosis is a rare case. Its diagnostic values are hard to determine as it has clinical similarities with neoplasms. Mistakes during diagnosis happen quite often thus additional layer of examinations are required to be conducted.

**Methods:** An 18-year-old woman was referred from a privately-owned hospital with initial diagnosis of infected parotic sinistra tumor. Physical examination discovered a swelling on her sinistra parotid gland and a lump at the collisinistra region. Ultrasound scan showed benign hypoechoic areas and cystic regions at the left of submandibular muscle which then expanded towards the neck. Results from the PPD5TU (-), BTA 3X (1X positive) and FNAB pointed out an existing a/r parotid and collisinistra or tuberculous abscess.

**Results:** The diagnosis of parotid gland tuberculosis is often established after conducting superficial parotidectomy. The patient managed to be cured with OAT distribution and no recurrences were recorded afterward.

**Conclusion:** Parotid gland tuberculous abscess is rarely found in clinics. Tuberculosis examination (including PPD5TU and BTA) and FNAB need to be conducted to prevent unnecessary treatment and medical operations.
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Introduction

Tuberculosis is a granulomatous inflammation process caused by a mycobacterium tuberculosis (the human or bovine type) infection which has affected 1/3 of the world’s human population. In developing countries, 75% of the tuberculosis cases affected people on their productive age, starting from 15 to 50 years old. The number of tuberculosis incident in Indonesia on 2009 reached 228 cases per 100.000 people or roughly 528.063 tuberculosis cases including all of its types and variations. New tuberculosis cases with positive BTA reached 102 out of 100.000 residents or approximately 236.029 new cases with a mortality rate that approached 39 per 100.000 people or at least 236.029 victims per day.

Tuberculosis is a disease with an expansive infection area and it also possesses various clinical descriptions. Pulmonary organs are often involved in the infection. The extra pulmonary form of this disease is the 20% of all active tuberculosis cases and it can be found in kidneys, bones, meninges and the lymph gland.

Parotid gland is one of saliva glands which is rarely infected by tuberculosis with only less than 1% of the extra pulmonary tuberculosis cases incidence. Chronic parotid gland infection is often caused by salivary gland stones or constrictions in the gland channel. Parotid tuberculosis clinically portrayed by an existence of a mass which grows slowly and is difficult to be differentiated with a neoplasm. A diagnosis that tends to a parotid tuberculosis has to be suspected, especially in developing countries. The non-existent history or record of lung tuberculosis and all of the symptoms which correlate with tuberculosis hinders the production of valid diagnosis of the disease.

Parotid gland tuberculosis diagnosis is usually established after conducting a superficial parotidectomy. In this parotid gland tuberculosis abscess, the diagnosis is established following PPD5TU, TA and fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) examination sequences.

Case Report

As retrieved from the anamnesis, there was an 18-year-old female patient who admitted herself at the ER of Dr. Hasan Sadikin Hospital in Bandung with complaints that include a bump on her left cheek. 21 days prior to the patient’s admission to the hospital, she complained about a throbbing ache that occurred at her back teeth located on the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her left cheek. 21 days prior to the patient’s admission to the ER of Dr. Hasan Sadikin Hospital in Bandung, she complained about a throbbing ache that occurred at her back teeth located on the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her left cheek. 21 days prior to the patient’s admission to the hospital, she complained about a throbbing ache that occurred at her back teeth located on the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her lower jaw which was followed by a numb sensation at the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her lower jaw which was followed by a numb sensation at the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her lower jaw which was followed by a numb sensation at the left side of her lower jaw. 18 days before the admission a bump surfaced on the front-side of her lower jaw which was followed by a numb sensation at the left side of her lower jaw.
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at a clinic in the Cibaduyut sub-district area and she was given three types of medicine (however, the patient forgot the actual names of the drugs) by the doctor yet the swelling did not stop. 14 days before her admission at the hospital the patient experienced difficulties in opening her mouth and was only able to consume a scarce number of food and drinks. 4 days before the admission the patients visited the clinic yet again and she was referred to a privately-owned hospital in which she was given a rehydration treatment, intra veno antibiotic, roentgen to her jaw, ultrasound scan and was treated for a day before forcing to stop the treatment due to financial issue. One day before her admission at the Dr. Hasan Sadikin hospital the patient complained that she was having difficulty and pain in swallowing despite no breathing difficulties were discovered. No on going cough was recorded yet a history of having an interaction with a partner who has a history of an ongoing cough was recorded and the patient has lost approximately 3 kg of body weight during the 18 days since the lump emerged.

Examination over the patient's vital signs shows that the tachypnea (respiration 22 times/minute), hypothermia temperature etc. are on its normal level.

Local status of the patient's extra oral appearance shows an asymmetrical face with a lump at the sinistra pre-auricular area with 6x6x1.5 cm in size and hard consistency while the pinna of her ear appeared to be lifted, fixated, diffusely bordered, yet no fluctuation, afebrile temperature and the color are similar with the surrounding surface. There is a swelling at the sinistra submandibular area that expanded until the sinistracolli lateral area with 5x3x1 cm in size, hard consistency, diffusely bordered, no fluctuation, pain when pressured, while the afebrile temperature and color was redder than surrounding tissue and it appears to be a fistula on the sinistracolli lateral area figure 1.

Intra oral examination discovered mouth opening limited with only 2 cm, even though there were no abnormality on the gingiva, lips, vestibule, tongue, palate, the base of the mouth, bucal mucosa or even the tonsil.

Referring to lab test result, routine blood examination shows low level of hemoglobin/anemia (11.8 g/dL), low level of leukocytosis (11.400/mm³) and thrombocytosis (476.000/mm³) while blood hematology examination shows normal level of values (PT: 13.2; INR: 1.04; APTT: 27.2). Clinical chemical examination shows normal level of several values although calcium appears to be in an increase (5.7 mEq/L).

Blood gas level test shows a partially-compensated respiratory alkalosis with pH value of 7.479; PCO₂: 26.2; HCO₃⁻: 19.6 and 97.8% O₂ saturation.
A panoramic photo shows a profound caries of tooth 36 and impacted of teeth 28, 38 and 48. Figure 4 parotid sinistra ultrasound scan result shows a hypoechoic area which appears to be portraying a benign mass while the left submandibular area muscle appears to be having a cystic abscess suspect which has expanded towards the neck figure 5.

Thorax x-ray image and STL AP-Lateral pictures were examined at Dr. Hasan Sadikin Hospital. The thorax image shows no active lung tuberculosis and there are no cardiomegaly to be found. Figure 6 STL AP-Lateral pictures also appeared to be showing normal limit condition figure 7.

Our patient was initially diagnosed with an infected parotid tumor suspect along with a chronic apical periodontitis including gangrenous pulp of tooth 36 with a comparative diagnosis of gland tuberculosis abscess, lymphadenopathy tuberculosis and parotid abscess including odontogen.

The treatment methods which was conducted to the patient at the emergency room include the administration of 3 L oxygen/minute, installation of IVFD RL with medium level of rehydration, 67 gtt/minute, installation of urine catheter with initial 150cc of urine, tea-like in color and intra vena medicine administration including one gram of ceftriaxone, infusion of 500 mg metronidazole, one ampoule of ranitidine and one ampoule of keterolac.

We admitted the patient into a regular treatment room with medium rehydration level and administrated her with some intra vena medicine (including 2x1 gr ceftriaxone, 3x500 mg metronidazole infusion, 2x1 ampoule of keterolac and 2x1 ampoule of ranitidin). We have planned to extract the patient’s teeth number 36 which was the focus point of the infection and also to conduct a FNAB examination at the treatment room figure 8.

Histologic examination was conducted at two separate locations. A smear was conducted at the collisinistra area while a Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy (FNAB) was done at the parotid sinistra area. The results retrieved from the smearing include PMN lymphocyte cells, histiocytes, squamosal cell with a normal level core, epitheloid cell and datia langhans cell. A necrosis was discovered while no malignant tumor cell was found. The result from parotid FNAB shows necrotic mass, lymphocyte cell and epitheloid cell and no malignant tumor cell was found as well. The conclusion thus made was that it was a parotid a/r abscess and a tuberculous collisinistra.

Our patient were then referred to the internal disease department to receive proper treatment for her tuberculosis. The tuberculosis examination
sequences, including PPD5TU and sputum BTA, showed a positive result. The medication which were given include I category OAT + B6 (450 mg rifampicin, 300 mg INH, 1500 mg pyrazinamide and 1000 mg ethambutol).

After receiving a month of OAT poly DOT treatment at the Dr. Hasan Sadikin Hospital in Bandung, a follow up physical examination shows that the swelling at the parotid, submandibular and collisinistra area have disappeared. The result from 3 times of sputum BTA examination showed a negative result as well figure 9.

**Discussion**

Extra pulmonary tuberculosis occurred on at least 25% of all tuberculosis morbidity cases. The most common variant of the extra pulmonary tuberculosis is the lymph gland tuberculosis and its other forms include pleural, skeletal, central nervous system, abdominal, genitourinary, military and pericarditis tuberculosis. In developing countries where tuberculosis patients are often found, parotid gland tuberculosis often emerged as a primary parotid gland tuberculosis.5,6

Parotid gland tuberculosis is another from of the extra pulmonary tuberculosis which is rarely to be found and it could occur with two different ways of infection. The first kind is initiated through a dental, tonsil tissue or auto inoculation sputum infection which reached the parenchyma or lymphatic parotid gland infection through lymphatic afferent or gland canal. The second variant is infected by pulmonary metastasis from the hematogenous or lymphatic canal.3,7

Clinically speaking, parotid gland tuberculosis infection could occur in two different ways. The first one is through an acute inflammation lesion with diffusely edema gland which can be mistaken for an acute sialadenitis or an abscess. The second form is a chronic lesion which emerged as a slow bodily mass that appears similar with a tumor and most of the time it cannot be easily differentiated with parotid tumor or the parotid gland tuberculosis could also occur together with the parotid tumor. The diagnosis of parotid gland tuberculosis thus become difficult especially when there are no pulmonary disease clinical and systemic symptoms were found during the examination.3,5,7,8

In our case, the extra pulmonary tuberculosis displayed a complete abscess formation at the parotid, submandibular and collisinistra along with fistula drainage at the collisinistra area. There were no abnormally found during pulmonary examination and no ongoing cough history was recorded as well thus the parotid tuberculosis abscess on our patient infected her through sputum autoinoculation which was infected by the tuberculosis and it has reached the parotid gland through lymphatic afferent or through the gland canal.

Ultrasound scan was the first option which was used as a modal to evaluate the abnormality of patient's parotid gland.5 Ultrasound scan results on our patient showed a benign hipoechoic area while at the left submandibular muscle a cystic abscess suspect appeared and it has expanded to her neck. This finding thus became the foreground for our diagnosis saying that there is an infected parotid sinistra tumor suspect with parotid tuberculosis abscess as itsdifferential diagnosis.
In order to establish a definitive tuberculosis diagnosis tuberculin examination using Purified Protein Derivative 5 Tuberculin Units (PPD5TU), BTA and FNAB were conducted. A negative result from the tuberculin test could be retrieved from patients who have never been infected by tuberculosis. The test result will turn positive 3 to 5 weeks after the infection occured. The PPD5TU result retrieved from our patient was negative because the examination was conducted too early after the infection thus the response has not transformed into a positive one. The swelling at the left parotid area was experienced by the patient approximately 18 days before her admission to the hospital. The BTA examination only resulted in one positive result from three attempts which were conducted.

Biopsy and surgical operations were the go to procedure which could be conducted in order to establish a comparative diagnosis over a chronic parotid gland disease. FNAB is a simple and efficient procedure to diagnose a tuberculosis infection compared to core needle biopsy or excision biopsy, and it could be conducted not only during the early stages but also as a follow up for patients who have received treatment with anti-tubercular regimen. At parotid area, FNAB possesses a degree of sensitivity that reaches 81 to 100% and specificity of 94 to 100% thus FNAB has always been conducted as the first method in evaluation masses at the parotid area.

The final diagnosis for our patient, referring to the result of the FNAB examination, is a sinistra parotid tuberculous abscess thus the patient were given category I OAT medication which include 450 mg of rifampicin, 300 mg isoniazid, 1500 mg pyrazinamide and 1000 mg ethambutol. After receiving those medication the swelling which was previously located at parotid, submandibular and collisinistra area managed to be cured without any reoccurrence reported.

Conclusion
Parotid gland abscess caused by a tuberculosis infection is a case that rarely found at a clinical level. Its symptoms which are similar to neoplasms and the non-existent symptoms of tuberculosis caused several difficulties in establishing proper diagnosis for the patient. Parotid gland abscess caused by tuberculosis has to always be referred to as a comparative diagnosis for patients who have a solitary mass at their parotid glands in order to prevent unnecessary surgical operation and treatment.
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